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Abstract—Leaf area index (LAI) is one of the essential biogeophysical variables related to terrestrial carbon and biogeochemical cycles. The University of Toronto (UofT) LAI product is developed in order to support the European Space Agency GLOBCARBON project for global and climate change assessments. The climate and global change communities have recently requested for a daily 250-m LAI product in order to improve the spatial and temporal patterns of carbon pools and fluxes knowledge. In light of these considerations, we carry out further improvements on the UofT LAI algorithm, including enhanced spatial resolution (250 m) by considering an improved land cover map, local topography, clumping index, and background reflectance variations in order to produce canopy LAI time series. Here, we present the methodological framework and an evaluation of 250-m UofTv2 LAI estimates in forest stands of the Canadian Carbon Program fluxnet sites. The LAI distributions over Canada and the comparison with ground measurements show an improved LAI estimates from the UofTv2 LAI algorithm as compared with the UofTv1 LAI algorithm. One of the key differences between v1 and v2 UofT LAI product is that the former produces total LAI whereas the latter produces overstorey LAI in forest and total LAI in other vegetated land cover types. A daily LAI product can further be extracted from the 10-day UofTv2 LAI time series by fitting various curve fitting algorithms. Although, we have shown the LAI product only over Canada, the algorithm can also be extended for a global 250-m LAI product.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vegetation plays a major role in global physical and biogeochemical processes by strongly regulating gas and matter exchanges between the terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere. To predict future climate change accurately and find ways to manage the concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide, the processes and feedbacks that drive the terrestrial carbon cycle must first be understood. Our current knowledge of spatial patterns of carbon pools and fluxes is uncertain, particularly over land although good results were obtained on global carbon balance [1]. Global vegetation cover dynamics, such as deforestation, reforestation, afforestation, and seasonal agriculture is patchy and only if space-based surface biogeophysical observations are operating on a similar spatial scale, one can clearly identify changes in carbon storage over time and minimize sampling errors due to spatial aggregation. Regional carbon budget models, such as the carbon budget model of the Canadian forest sector (CBM-CFS) [2] are based on irregular forest inventory polygons requiring gridded spatial datasets at higher resolution to reduce sampling and spatial matching errors with other regularly gridded results. It has been shown that the optimal spatial resolution for satellite-based climate variables, such as land cover maps, fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (fAPAR), leaf area index (LAI), lake area, and fire disturbance products should be at moderate resolution of ∼250 m in order to correctly describe the spatial heterogeneity of the land surface [3]. The spatial Fourier analysis conducted by [3] over North America’s typical agricultural area shows that, in addition to a strong signal at very small scales, there exist two maxima at 200–300 m and 400–700 m scales, which describe the typical size of various land cover types. Therefore, for regular gridded aggregation of regional carbon models, such as CBM-CFS over Canada, irregular forest polygons can be resolved more accurately at ∼250-m spatial resolution.

One of the essential climate biogeophysical variables identified by the global climate observing system (GCOS) [4] related to terrestrial ecosystems and supported by space-based earth observations for climate change assessment, mitigation, and adaptation is LAI. LAI is defined as one half of the total leaf surface area per unit ground surface area projected on the local horizontal datum [5] and [6]. Various national and international projects, such as the NOAA/AVHRR [7], ECOCLIMAP [8], CYCLOPES [9], University of Toronto (UofT GLOBCARBON) [10], TERRA-AQUA/ MODIS [11], and one regional product produced by the Canada center for remote sensing (CCRS) over Canada [12] provide regional- and global-level estimates of LAI and other land surface parameters. Recent intercomparison studies among these LAI products, have pointed out that the UofT LAI GLOBCARBON product successfully captures realistic and consistent seasonal and interannual LAI variability of most land covers with large LAI dynamic ranges [13], [14]. However, it has also been indicated that the UofT GLOBCARBON LAI products perform poorly in mountainous areas and may have inadequately
been represented for land cover variation by Global Land Cover 2000 (GLC2000) product. In most global products, subpixel heterogeneity has been a source of uncertainty related to scaling error due to prevailing small patches of vegetation in contrast to coarser resolutions of the LAI products. In addition to this, GCOS has specified a requirement for global daily ~250-m resolution LAI estimates with a total error of less than 10%. Therefore, in this paper, we present a contribution to the UofT LAI algorithm initiative by improving the spatial resolution, employing an enhanced land cover map from the same satellite instrument and considering spatially explicit local topography, clumping index, and background reflectance variations in order to produce an improved canopy LAI time series.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Overview of the UofT LAI Algorithm

Deng et al. [10] produced the UofT LAI algorithm based on the four-scale geometrical optical model [15] with a multiple scattering scheme [16]. The algorithm makes use of the four-scale simulations characterized by the relationship between LAI and the bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of red ($\rho_R$), near infrared (NIR: $\rho_{\text{NIR}}$), and shortwave infrared (SWIR: $\rho_{\text{SWIR}}$) reflectances for each distinctive land cover type. The BRDF property is represented by the view-target-sun geometries: view zenith angle ($\theta_v$), sun zenith angle ($\theta_s$), view azimuth angle ($\phi_v$), and sun azimuth angle ($\phi_s$). The land cover types with similar structural characteristics are combined to form six biomes based on canopy architecture—needleleaf forest, tropical forest, broadleaf forest, mixed forest, shrub, and cropland and grassland. Nonvegetated land and water surfaces are assigned an LAI value of zero. The LAI is retrieved from a lookup table (LUT), which is, in turn, generated from the BRDF of the three spectral bands producing simple ratio ($SR = \rho_{\text{NIR}}/\rho_R$) and reduced simple ratio ($\text{RSR} = \rho_{\text{NIR}}/\rho_R (1 - \rho_{\text{SWIR}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmin}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmax}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmin}})$) vegetation indices based on the interactions of incidence solar radiation and the vegetated surface represented by an a priori range of ancillary parameters (e.g., land cover types, soil and leaf optical properties, canopy shape and height, and foliage element clumping index at the plant and canopy scales). The RSR is used for the retrieval of LAI for forest land cover, whereas SR is used for other vegetated land cover, as follows:

$$\text{LAI}_{\text{forest}} = f_{\text{LAI}_{\text{SR}}} \left[ \frac{SR \cdot \text{BRDF} (\theta_v, \theta_s, \phi_v - \phi_s)}{1 - \frac{\rho_{\text{SWIRmin}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmax}}}{\rho_{\text{SWIRmax}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmin}}} \left(1 - \frac{\rho_{\text{SWIRmin}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmax}}}{\rho_{\text{SWIRmax}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmin}}} \right) \right]$$

and

$$\text{LAI}_{\text{others}} = f_{\text{LAI}_{\text{SR}}} \left[ \frac{SR \cdot \text{BRDF} (\theta_v, \theta_s, \phi_v - \phi_s)}{1 - \frac{\rho_{\text{SWIRmin}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmax}}}{\rho_{\text{SWIRmax}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmin}}} \left(1 - \frac{\rho_{\text{SWIRmin}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmax}}}{\rho_{\text{SWIRmax}} - \rho_{\text{SWIRmin}}} \right) \right]$$

where LAI$_{\text{forest}}$ is LAI value retrieved for forest land cover, and LAI$_{\text{others}}$ is LAI value retrieved for other vegetated land cover types. $\rho_{\text{SWIRmax}}$ and $\rho_{\text{SWIRmin}}$ are the maximum and minimum SWIR reflectances selected for specific land covers types, respectively. $f_{\text{BRDF}()}$ and $f_{\text{SWIRBRDF}()}$ are the BRDF modification functions for SR and SWIR reflectance, respectively, derived from a modified two-kernel Roujean’s model [17] corrected for pronounced hotspot effect [18]. $f_{\text{LAI}_{\text{SR}}}$ and $f_{\text{LAI}_{\text{SR}}}[]$ are functions describing the relationships between BRDF-modified SR and RSR with LAI, respectively. These functions, including the kernel coefficients for converting reflectances and SR from one angle to another are fitted with Chebyshev polynomial of second kind. Details of the shape-based land cover-specific BRDF kernel coefficient determination and computational methodologies for a large-scale LAI inversion are given in [10].

The LAI retrieved from (1) and (2) is inverted assuming a random distribution of foliage elements in space; therefore, resulting in “effective LAI” [19]. The final “true LAI” is obtained from dividing the effective LAI by foliage element clumping index [19], which is also included in the UofT LAI algorithm process scheme. After all these processes, the retrieved LAI can still be contaminated by atmospheric effects, missing and bad quality reflectance measurements, which are characterized by erratic temporal LAI trends. To minimize these effects, the UofT LAI algorithm uses an approach to reconstruct the possible seasonal trajectory of LAI time series based on a series of cubic spline curves. This approach fits the locally adjusted cubic-spline capping (LACC) function; therefore, optimum local smoothing coefficients are assigned to every 10-day LAI value based on the curvature of the initially fitted curve with an average global smoothing coefficient [20].

The UofT v1 LAI algorithm, as originally presented in [10] and used to retrieve regional and global LAI, including the generation of GLOBCARBON product [13] and [21] uses an empirical and land cover-dependent clumping index; does not consider topographic variation as often overlooked in global, regional, and in situ land remote sensing products [22], [23]; and assumes fixed background reflectances having constant values across pixels and land cover types. In the following sections, we present the improvements made in the UofT LAI algorithm. Although the improved LAI retrieval method discussed hereafter was optimized for global applications, this paper presents a Canada-wide product. Fig. 1 presents a flowchart of the steps followed to improve the UofT LAI product. The main improvements of v2 over v1 are consideration of a spatially explicit pixel-by-pixel: 1) clumping index; 2) local topography; and 3) background reflectances with improved normalization of their contribution on canopy LAI. The UofT v1 LAI algorithm produces total LAI values, i.e., LAI of both overstorey and understory since the fixed background value as used in v1 [10] was only for typical soil reflectances. Whereas the UofT v2 LAI algorithm is aimed to produces canopy (overstorey) LAI in forest and total LAI in other vegetated land cover types.

B. Consideration of Terrain Topography

In the UofT v1 LAI algorithm, the BRDF properties are represented by the view-target-sun geometries: $\theta_v$, $\theta_s$, $\phi_v$, and $\phi_s$. The recent validation reported that the algorithm performed poorly in hilly areas, such as the Rocky Mountains...
of Western Canada [13], [21]. Note that the UofT LAI algorithm takes into consideration the BRDF effects (e.g., Fig. 1 [10]). In hilly areas, it is important to consider the view and sun incidence angles to local terrain instead of the view and sun zenith angles to horizontal datum. Under conditions of a constant view-target-sun geometry, the view and sun incident angles relative to the normal to a sloping surface would be different from those of a horizontal surface. The new BRDF indicating the relative sun and view incident angles can be represented as a “slope-surface-BRDF.” To this effect, new sets of view and sun incidence angles, \((\gamma_v)\) and \((\gamma_s)\), respectively, were calculated using a digital elevation model (DEM) as follows:

\[
\gamma_v = \arccos\left[\cos\theta_v \cos\beta + \sin\theta_v \sin\beta \cos(\phi_v - \phi_h)\right]
\]

and

\[
\gamma_s = \arccos\left[\cos\theta_s \cos\beta + \sin\theta_s \sin\beta \cos(\phi_s - \phi_h)\right]
\]

where \(\beta\) and \(\phi_h\) are the terrain slope and azimuth angles, respectively. The DEM is obtained from the Canadian digital elevation data (CDED) (ftp://ftp2.cits.rncan.gc.ca/pub/geobase/official/cded/). The digital source data for CDED at scales of 1:250 000 (3–12 arc sec) were extracted from the hypsographic and hydrographic elements of the national topographic database and various scaled positional data acquired from the provinces and territories. The \(\beta\) and \(\phi_h\) were derived from the DEM after resampling and reprojection based on the nearest neighbor into 250-m resolution using the Lambert Conic Conformal projection to match the MODIS data.

The new computational searches for slope-surface-BRDF versus LAI relationships can be expressed as

\[
\text{LAI}_{\text{forest}} = f_{LAI_{\text{SR}}} \left[ R_S f_{\text{BRDF}} \left( \gamma_v, \gamma_s, \phi_v - \phi_h \right) \right. \\
\left. \times \left(1 - \frac{\rho_{\text{SWIR}} f_{\text{SWIR}_{\text{BRDF}}} \left( \gamma_v, \gamma_s, \phi_v - \phi_h \right) - \rho_{\text{SWIR}_{\text{min}}}}{\rho_{\text{SWIR}_{\text{max}}} - \rho_{\text{SWIR}_{\text{min}}}} \right) \right]
\]

and

\[
\text{LAI}_{\text{others}} = f_{LAI_{\text{SR}}} \left[ R_S f_{\text{BRDF}} \left( \gamma_v, \gamma_s, \phi_v - \phi_h \right) \right]
\]

where unlike (1) and (2), the functions, \(f_{LAI_{\text{SR}}}()\) and \(f_{LAI_{\text{SR}}}()\), are defined as functions describing the relationship of LAI with slope-surface-BRDF SR and RSR, respectively, whereas \(f_{\text{SWIR}_{\text{BRDF}}()}\) and \(f_{\text{BRDF}()}\) are functions describing the relationship between slope-surface-BRDF modification function for SWIR reflectance and SR, respectively. In addition to these, the view and sun zenith angles are replaced by view and sun incidence angles.

The proposed terrain topography consideration assumes uniform slope of a given pixel, similar to the commonly used topographic correction methods for surface reflectances based on view-target-sun geometries. The drawback of all these topographic correction methods is that in a complex terrain, such as gully and ridges at subpixel scale, the terrain effect cannot be fully corrected. Shadows cast by the surrounding terrains also cannot be removed. Across Canada sloping terrains mostly occur in forested regions, mostly in Rocky Mountain forests in Western Canada. On sloping ground, tree trunks typically grow straight up, branches grow to give the most leaves the most light, which may not follow the same microscale terrain relief giving rooftop architecture of forest canopy along the hillslopes. Therefore, the appropriate scale for the correction is hillslope scale. The primary level of radiative interaction in forests is within tree canopies. For LAI retrieval from optical remote sensing measurements, absorption by chlorophyll and leaf volume scattering the latter governed by the path length across the photosynthetic biomass are the key sources of information. The average path length of a ray of light traversing through forest canopy varies with hillslope geometry relative to sun geometry. This results in, for example, lower values of SR and RSR for hillslopes facing sun compared to flat terrain due to shorter path length and consequently lower leaf scattering within tree canopies. Our approach of terrain topography consideration therefore assigns the correct view-target-sun geometries at hillslope scale, and does not correct subpixel terrain effects and shadows cast by surrounding terrains.

C. Other Improved Input Dataset

1) 250-m Reflectance Measurement: The 250-m MODIS clear sky 10-day top of atmosphere (TOA) reflectance composites produced at the CCRS in Lambert Conic Conformal projection [24] were used instead of the standard MODIS MOD09 reflectance products. The UofT LAI algorithm relies on vegetation indices based on a shortwave infrared (SWIR) reflectance to retrieve LAI over forest targets as this reduces errors due to aerosol variability and differences in foliage types [10], [12]. Therefore, we were not able to directly use the MODIS surface reflectance product MOD09 (available at: http://modis-land.gsfc.nasa.gov/surfrad.htm) produced by the MODIS science team as SWIR reflectance data are only available at 500-m resolution. Details on spatial downsampling of SWIR reflectance from 500 to 250 m, reprojection and normalization of generated 250-m images to original 500-m images to preserve radiometric and spectral consistency are given in [24]. The red and NIR CCRS 10-day composites also differ from the standard MOD09 products by clear sky compositing technique. The 10-day composites are made based on a method developed at CCRS to produce the mask of clear sky, cloud, and cloud shadow at 250-m resolution by employing a scene-dependent decision matrix compositing scheme, which was proven to result in a better product compared to the standard MODIS product [25]. However, it is possible to use both UofT v1 and v2 LAI algorithms with standard MODIS products given that the SWIR is interpolated into 250 m for the 250-m LAI product or directly the standard MODIS product [25]. However, it is possible to use both UofT v1 and v2 LAI algorithms with standard MODIS products given that the SWIR is interpolated into 250 m for the 250-m LAI product or directly the standard MODIS 500- and 1000-m data for a coarser LAI products. The CCRS 250-m MODIS clear sky 10-day reflectance composites used hereafter in the UofT LAI algorithms include all available ranges of pixel qualities and flags, meaning there was no pixel quality filtering prior to LAI retrieval. The retrieved LAI instead goes through the UofT LAI post processing scheme, involving the temporal smoothing of LAI time series (Fig. 1).
The red, NIR and SWIR reflectances were further post-processed to match the UofT LAI algorithm. The post-processing includes fitting the spectral response function (SRF) from MODIS into Landsat 7 enhanced thematic mapper plus (ETM+) central bands for which the UofT LAI LUT was generated [26]. Prior to adjusting the SRF, the CCRS TOA data were atmospherically corrected in order to produce the top of canopy (TOC) reflectance as follows. Given that the TOA was generated based on 10-day composites for the entire spectral and spatial domain, it is fair to assume that the atmospheric interference is the lowest after the compositing, making it unnecessary to perform Canada-wide pixel-based atmospheric correction. Further, the SRF of MODIS TOA was cross-calibrated to that of the surface reflectance of ETM+ band in order to make the modified UofT LAI algorithm feasible for commonly available MODIS TOA composite data in further LAI production. This was accomplished based on TOA simulated using a combination of the 6S atmospheric model [27] and the physically based four-scale geometrical optical model [16] comprising large ranges of land cover types, soil and leaf optical properties, canopy shape and height, foliage element clumping index, and view-target-sun geometries. We have used 6S to simulate the TOA from four-scale outputs using the continental aerosol model with an aerosol optical depth (AOD550 nm) value of 0.06. Assuming the highest atmospheric transparency, water vapour (\(\text{CH}_2\text{O}, \text{g} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2}\)) and ozone (\(\text{CO}_3\), DU) were set to 0.419 and 480, respectively, for their column-integrated concentrations. For red and NIR, the cross-calibration of SRF between MODIS TOA and ETM+ TOC was based on ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression model using red, NIR and SR as regressors. For SWIR, the cross-calibration was based on band-to-band OLS regression model. Both SRF cross-calibrations resulted in statistically significant fit. Both SRF cross-calibration approaches were found based on several attempts following the results of [26].

2) 250-m Land Cover Data: Although the implementation of the UofT LAI algorithm can be done using any regional or global land cover products, the 1-km Global Land Cover (GLC2000) product used in UofT v1 LAI retrieval has been found to be unsatisfactory for some land cover types [29]. In this paper, we have used the 2005 North American Land Cover (NALC2005, http://www.cec.org/), which is derived from the same sensor as the LAI input (250–500-m MODIS data) at 250-m resolution. In-house analysis indicated that the GLC2000 has underestimated the Canadian forest cover by 500,000 km² compared to the NALC2005 and National Forest Inventory estimates over Canada. The 2005 MODIS-based land cover product has shown better accuracy compared to GLC2000 [28]. The use of NALC2005 land cover product will minimize land cover-based biases, originating from land cover-based parameterization, pixel misregistration, and coarser pixel resolution encountered in GLC2000. The burn areas are updated by replacing 2005 burn with nearest nonburn, nonwater, nonurban, or nonwetland land covers and by adding the concurrent burns from monthly MODIS Collection 5 Burned Area Product (MCD45) derived from MODIS Aqua and Terra datasets.

3) Background Reflectance Data: The spectral signatures of the background vary geographically as well as temporally with season. In forests, the background may include understory shrub and grass, green moss, litter, rock, snow, soil, etc, which are illuminated and visible from above. The impact of the background on canopy reflectance further depends on the amount of overstorey foliage and incidence view-target-
sun geometry. The smaller view or sun incidence angles, the more background impact on canopy reflectance or vice versa. The inclusion of seasonally and spatially variable forest understorey information into the LAI algorithm is, therefore, highly desirable. In the UofT LAI algorithm, the impact of the background reflectance is represented by its SR value (SRb). Pisek and Chen [29] produced a one-degree monthly forest background brightness dataset over North America using Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) data. For current LAI algorithm improvement, we have incorporated the MISR-derived SRb into the LAI algorithm. The incorporation is made through including the bi-directional contribution of background SR represented by the gap fraction and view-target-sun incidence geometry (7) rather than the actual view-target-sun zenith geometry. Pisek et al. [30] has successfully produced overstorey 1-km LAI by incorporating one-degree MISR background reflectance to the UofT v1 LAI algorithm for GLOBCARBON product. Based on [30], our aim here is to account for the topographical effects in the removal of the background contribution from the pixel-level SR through considering the solar and view incidence angles to sloping surfaces. Therefore, the new SR to be used for LAI inversion in (5) and (6) based on incidence view-target-sun angles is as follows:

\[ \text{SR} = \text{SR}_{\text{pixel}} + (2.4 - \text{SR}_b) \cos \gamma \frac{(\text{SR}_{\text{max}} - \text{SR}_{\text{pixel}}) \cos \gamma}{\text{SR}_{\text{max}} - \text{SR}_b} \]  

(7)

where \( \text{SR}_{\text{pixel}} \) is the original measured (understorey + overstorey) value from MODIS data, \( \text{SR}_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum SR value for a specific view-sun incidence angle combination and cover types, \( \text{SR} = 2.4 \) is a standard soil background values used in model simulations and in the UofT v1 LAI product. The term \( (\text{SR}_{\text{max}} - \text{SR}_{\text{pixel}})/(\text{SR}_{\text{max}} - \text{SR}_b) \) is a gap fraction. Unlike [30], the bi-directional gap fraction effect is considered here in both viewing and illumination incidence directions. Both the new view and sun incidence angles computed from slope and aspect of the pixel for LAI and background computation were first approximated to the ranges provided by [10] to keep the internal consistency of the entire workflow. Although the background types and reflectances are usually similar over wide geographic region [31], small uncertainties related with the spatial resolution of the input background SR for 250-m LAI product will remain. However, the input background varies monthly, which is assumed to address the seasonal trajectory of background brightness variations in order to produce canopy LAI product.

4) Foliage Element Clumping Index Data: Previous products of the UofT v1 LAI algorithm, such as GLOBCARBON LAI were based on an empirical clumping index (\( \Omega \)) fixed per land cover type as provided in [32]. Pisek et al. [30] in a later study has applied the spatially explicit clumping index derived from POLDER-3 data at 6-km spatial resolution. However, this product is too coarse for our 250-m LAI algorithm. Therefore, in this paper in order to generate the UofT v2 LAI product, we have used the spatially explicit clumping index derived from the MODIS BRDF/Albedo products at 500-m resolution. \( \Omega \) is sensitive to plant canopy architecture by that to plant functional types; therefore, it is expected to be less sensitive within the four pixels of 250-m LAI product contained for every 500-m pixel of \( \Omega \) product. The \( \Omega \) computation follows the same approach as [32], which was based on normalized difference between hotspot and darkspot (NDHD) index. However, for the current study, the hotspot and darkspot information were derived from the red band of MODIS MCD43 500-m v005 BRDF parameters retrieved using RossThick-LiSparse reciprocal BRDF model [33]. The new MODIS-based global \( \Omega \) product is currently undergoing large validation exercises [34]. Details of the processing and performance assessments of the 500-m global \( \Omega \) product are given in [34]. The global validation exercise results in an estimated and measured \( \Omega \) correlation coefficient of determination of 76% and a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.12, theretofore ascertaining confidence to use for operational estimation of LAI values.

D. LAI Intercomparison Approach

One of the first steps for the evaluation of the 250-m MODIS-based UofT LAI products for both v1 (not corrected for pixel-by-pixel topography, background reflectance, and clumping index) and v2 was to compare with measured data. It is important that the MODIS-based UofT v1 product to be evaluated as well since it consists a new input data and processing scheme (Fig. 1) compared to the previously used SPOT VGT data. Two direct and indirect validations are conducted: 1) evaluation of the LAI estimates on flat ground based on in situ measurements over fluxnet sites before temporal smoothing of the UofT LAI estimates and 2) evaluation of the UofT LAI estimates on sloping ground using MODIS and reference LAI map after temporal smoothing.

1) In Situ Measurements in Canadian Carbon Program (CCP) Fluxnet Sites: We have used all available ensembles of LAI measurements collected by LAI-2000 plant canopy analyzer and TRAC instruments over CCP fluxnet forest sites, measured in growing seasons of 2003–2005 [35]. The description for all 17 CCP fluxnet tower sites is given in [35] and [36]. The tower sites are mostly large homogeneous forest stands (~1 km²). The LAI data from these tower flux sites are therefore appropriate for validating our new LAI product at 250-m resolution without spatial scaling using high resolution remote sensing images [37], [38]. The 10-day MODIS data composites used here for comparison with ground measurements are from June 21–30, July 1–10, and July 11–20, 2005. After deriving LAI using both UofT v1 and v2 LAI algorithms from the three datasets at 250 m, we extracted the median values to compare with the ground measurements in order to avoid any remnant cloud and cloud-shadow effects on LAI estimations.

LAI-2000 measurements were conducted in 14 whereas TRAC measurements in 15 CCP fluxnet sites. At each site, LAI measurements were made along one or two transects of length ranging from 60 to 400 m depending on the homogeneity and size of a site following LAI measurement protocol given in [37] to estimate all needed parameters, such as effective LAI, needle-to-shoot area ratio, woody-to-total area ratio, and clumping index. This is based on labor intensive
Fig. 2. LAI distribution in Watson Lake area displayed with terrain slope and aspect of the study area. The numbered white dots indicate the 3 by 3 km sample points for LAI intercomparison representing various land cover, terrain slope, and aspect of the pixel orientations. The characteristics of the five sampling points identified by their numbers are given in Table I.

field campaign to obtain each of the necessary parameters; however; in the cases of missing measurements for needle-to-shoot and woody-to-total area ratio parameters, forest type and age specific values were used based on previous surveys [35], [39]–[41].

The effective LAI obtained from both TRAC and LAI-2000 were used as independent evaluation measures for the UofT effective LAI estimates. The LAI corrected for clumping index was instead obtained based on: 1) TRAC LAI from TRAC effective LAI and TRAC clumping index measures and 2) LAI-2000 + TRAC LAI from LAI-2000 effective LAI and TRAC clumping index measures. The corresponding LAI and effective LAI estimates from U of T v1 and v2 LAI algorithms were extracted from a single 250-m pixel overlapping the ground measurement transects.

2) Comparison With Reference LAI Map and MODIS Collection 5 LAI Product: Reference LAI map we have used a high-resolution (30 m) LAI map produced over Watson Lake area, Yukon Territory, Canada for July, 2000 [42]. This area, located close to the border of British Columbia and Yukon, corresponds to approximately 17 000 km² centered at 60.10 N and 129.69 W (Fig. 2). The area is dominated by boreal forests of white spruce, black spruce, lodgepole pine, and trembling aspen growing on mostly sloping ground. The understory and open areas are characterized by alpine tundra communities of lichens, dwarf ericaceous shrubs, birch, and willows (available at: http://www.ec.gc.ca/soerree/English/Framework/default.cfm). The area is dominated by boreal forest of white spruce, black spruce, lodgepole pine, and trembling aspen growing on mostly sloping ground. The understory and open areas are characterized by alpine tundra communities of lichens, dwarf ericaceous shrubs, birch, and willows (available at: http://www.ec.gc.ca/soerree/English/Framework/default.cfm). The map was obtained from the distributed active archive center (DAAC) database of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (available at: http://daac.ornl.gov/VEGETATION/guides/Fernandes_LAI.html).

The map was produced by upscaling a set of in situ optically based LAI estimates collected using at least ten points of LAI-2000 measurements and two 50-m TRAC transects per plot over 18 plots of approximately 1ha each within the mapped area. Plots were located on flat ground using a land cover-based stratified random sampling technique. The retrieved LAI is a true canopy LAI value corrected for foliage element clumping excluding understory vegetation below the in situ instrument sensors. The infrared simple ratio (ISR) derived from NIR and SWIR bands of Landsat ETM+ data corrected for atmospheric effect using 6S model were used as an upsampling variable in the transfer function. The transfer function is based on the LAI versus ISR relationship derived using the Thié–Sen regression approach [12], [43]. No corrections for topography and slope were made for the ETM+ image.

MODIS LAI product: MODISTerra Collection 5 (MOD15A2) 1-km LAI product was acquired as ASCII subsets over selected sample sites of Watson Lake area from the DAAC database of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (available at: http://daac.ornl.gov/MODIS/). We acquired LAI values for five sites of 3 by 3 km using a JAVA client from the MODIS web service, which is built on ORNL DAACs MODIS Global subsetting and visualization tool providing customized subsets and visualization of MODIS land products for any land location on the globe. The acquired MODIS Collection 5 LAI product is composited every eight days using a main retrieval algorithm based on a 3-D radiative transfer model tuned for eight main biome classes [44]. The MODIS LAI is retrieved from LUTs generated using a stochastic 3-D radiative transfer model over a satellite pixel radiative transfer field. The simulation of 3-D effects of vegetation heterogeneity (foliage clumping and species mixture) is based on observed and modeled red and NIR bi-directional reflectance factor (BRF) for a combination of canopy structures, leaf optical properties, and soil/background patterns that represent an expected range of typical conditions for a given biome type [45]. Each pixel can have a background ranging from dark soil to bright soils. The algorithm compares the observed and modeled BRFs and the mean LAI value is taken over all acceptable solutions obtained from a suite of canopy structures, leaf optical properties, and soil/background
patterns. As such, MODIS LAI production scheme uses theoretical values expected for each biome rather than a measured background and clumping index values. Snow and understory background reflectivities are not considered in the assumed theoretical background radiative transfer fields of the pixel. The MODIS LAI represents a true LAI corrected for clumping and background reflectances, although the implementation and the physical properties of both clumping and background reflectivity differ significantly with that of the UofT LAI algorithm. This is expected to be one of the major causes of differences between UofT and MODIS LAI products. No topographic consideration is employed in the MODIS algorithm.

The UofT v1 and v2 LAI results were compared with the reference LAI map and MODIS LAI product. The Watson Lake reference LAI map is derived for July, 2000. The UofT LAI used for the comparison are from the reference year 2008, which is chosen for forest carbon studies in Canada and proximity to background and clumping index measurements. To account for the large temporal gaps between the reference LAI map (year 2000) and the UofT LAI product (year 2008), we use MODIS 2000 and 2008 time series as a reference for interannual variation of LAI over the selected sites of Watson Lake area. The comparison of LAI time series for the five selected sites over Watson Lake area from the two MODIS measurements, i.e., year 2000 and 2008, confirms that the interannual variation of LAI is negligible. This gives us confidence to validate the UofT LAI product from year 2008 using a reference LAI map from year 2000 measurements. Five sites of 3 by 3 km were selected to represent various land cover, terrain slope, and aspect (Table I, Fig. 2). The selection is based on uniform terrain aspect of pixels within a 3 by 3 km area.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Comparison With In Situ LAI Measurements

Fig. 3 compares 250-m effective LAI estimates from UofT v1 and v2 LAI algorithms with the ground measurements in CCP forest sites. All of the relationships between estimates and measurements presented in Fig. 3 are statistically significant at $p$-value of 0.05, indicating that the estimates explain the measured LAI variations. The mean ground measurement of effective LAI from LAI-2000 and TRAC for the common ground plots were 3.7 and 3.9, respectively, whereas 4.2 and 5.8 were obtained from UofT v2 and v1 LAI algorithms, respectively. The main reason for higher estimates of effective LAI from v1 compared to v2 is that in v1 the background reflectance is fixed to the comparably low standard soil SR value ($SR = 2.4$) used in the model whereas, in v2 and for the ground measurements, the estimates represent the actual canopy effective LAI. The effect of slope correction in v2 is negligible because all of the ground measurements are collected from flat ground of CCP fluxnet tower sites. Therefore, the effective LAI estimates from the UofT v2 LAI algorithm show regression slope close to unity and comparable mean LAI estimates with the ground measurements (Fig. 3).

The relative median absolute error (RMAE) obtained from the UofTv1 (v2) LAI algorithms of effective LAI estimates compared with LAI-2000 and TRAC measurements are 60% (31%) and 39% (27%), respectively. The overall results indicate significant improvement in v2 compared to UofT v1 LAI estimates for effective LAI estimates.

The LAI corrected for clumping index based on pixel-by-pixel value in v2 and empirically determined land cover-specific value in v1 have resulted in less correlation compared to the corresponding effective LAI results (Fig. 4). However, all of the relationships between estimates and measurements...
presented in Fig. 4 are statistically significant at \( p \)-value of 0.05, indicating that the estimates explain the measured LAI variations. The mean ground measurement of LAI from LAI-2000 + TRAC and TRAC for the common ground plots were 6.3 and 5.8, respectively, whereas 5.5 and 8.8 where obtained from UofT v2 and v1 LAI algorithms, respectively. The RMAE obtained from UofT v1 (v2) LAI algorithms of LAI estimates compared with LAI-2000 + TRAC and TRAC measurements were 36% (29%) and 35.6% (30.7%), respectively. The effect of the effective LAI saturation due to a background reflectance misrepresentation in v1 is also conspicuous in the clumping corrected LAI estimates. As for v2 comparison with ground measurements, the main discrepancy compared to the performance of effective LAI comes from the difference of clumping index between ground measurements and MODIS BRDF products. In both Figs. 3 and 4, one can notice the effect of variations in clumping index used among the ground measurements (mean = 0.93), land cover-specific values in UofT v1 LAI algorithm (mean = 0.7), and pixel-by-pixel estimates in UofT v2 LAI algorithm (mean = 0.65) on the performance differences obtained between LAI and effective LAI. The performance of the pixel-based clumping index used in UofT v2 LAI algorithm is given in [33]. Overall, the variation of LAI estimates among the ground measurements, UofT v1 and v2 LAI algorithms, merely due to the differences in clumping index, is below 7%. The overall performance assessments, such as the slope, intercept of regression line, mean estimated values, and the RMAE indicate that the v2 has resulted in improved LAI estimates compared to UofT v1 LAI algorithm.

There can be several reasons for why there are still modest results from UofT v2 LAI algorithm compared to ground measurements. One of the sources of errors can be from the ground measurements as summarized in [35] for the \textit{in situ} data used in this paper. These errors could be from saturation of measurable gaps as most of the CCP fluxnet sites are characterized by dense forest. At high LAI, optical \textit{in situ} instruments are known to perform poorly [19], [35], [46]. We have used the best available ground estimates compiled from the 2003–2005 growing seasons. Aside from the temporal difference in LAI estimates, the total error of ground measurements could be in range of 35% for the CCP fluxnet forest sites: 10% error coming from woody-to-total area ratio, 5% error in effective LAI, 5% in needle-to-shoot error ratio, and 5% in element clumping index above shoot level and up to 10% error from very dense tree crowns, such as the black spruce stands of CCP fluxnet sites [19], [35], [39]. Sources of errors for UofTv1 and v2 LAI estimates can still be found in the time difference with ground measurements, remnant cloud contamination, geo-location mismatch with ground plots, coarse resolution inputs for background reflectances, and clumping index for v2 and land cover-specific values in v1. It is apparent that the background reflectance highly influences the performance of the LAI algorithms. In some CCP fluxnet sites, the actual background LAI can be as large as the canopy LAI [35]. This effect of background reference is however captured in v2 algorithm although there can still be significant error as the background has coarser resolution compared to the reflectance measurements and the LAI product. Considering the often modest performances of regional LAI products [13], [21], the results obtained in this paper have shown acceptable performance. The effects from the direct scaling of ground measurement to satellite pixel are assumed to be minimal in this paper as most of the forest sites were homogeneous and the plot transects were large enough to cover at least one pixel. Fig. 5 presents the comparison of canopy effective LAI and LAI as estimated using UofT v1 and v2 LAI algorithms for the CCP fluxnet sites presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The result indicates that effective LAI up to 4 and LAI up to 6 were comparable from the two UofT LAI algorithm versions. For larger LAI and effective LAI, v1 has overestimated LAI compared to UofT v2 LAI algorithm (Fig. 5) and ground measurements (Figs. 3 and 4).
This indicates that UofT LAI algorithm has been significantly improved.

### B. Spatial Characteristics

Fig. 6(c) shows the land cover distribution over Canada for qualitative evaluation of the LAI maps. LAI is expected to be higher in forested regions and lower in nonforest vegetations whereas geographically the southern vegetated land covers have higher LAI than the corresponding land covers in northern latitudes. One also expects higher LAI in needleleaf forests followed by mixed forest and broadleaf forest. Among the needleleaf forest, the western temperate forests exhibit larger LAI compared to other boreal needleleaf forests due to the geophysical and climatological factors. These patterns are fully captured in the UofT LAI products [Fig. 6(a) and (b)]. This however does not imply that the same reflectance values in various land cover equal the same LAI. As part of the development of the UofT v2 LAI algorithm, we have extensively analyzed the land cover impacts on LAI estimation [28].

Both v1 and v2 explain the variability of LAI compared to the land cover map presented in Fig. 6–high LAI values over forest vegetation, intermediate LAI over crop and wetlands, and low LAI over northern shrub and grass lands. 79% of estimates from both versions resulted in less than a unity, with LAI differences in absolute value with closely resembling distributions. Whereas, 19% of land pixels resulted in zero difference of estimated LAI mainly corresponding to the saturated pixels in both versions [Fig. 6(a) and (b)]. The major difference at around LAI value of eight and ten, which are the upper end saturation values for shrub or grass, and forest land covers, respectively, is due to the relatively low background fixed SR (2.4) value used in v1. This is in accordance with the results presented in Section III-A, with ground measurement comparisons. The other disparities both in forest and nonforest vegetated land cover types come from the interrelated effects of background, clumping, and slope consideration differences in both versions. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows that the major difference in estimated LAI is in forest transition zones except in the Rocky Mountains of Western Canada where the differences...
are over the entire forest landscape. This indicates that slope has a large effect on the estimated LAI.

C. Comparison With Reference LAI Map and MODIS LAI Product

The temporal evolution of LAI estimates from UofT and MODIS products over sloping ground is shown in Fig. 7. The interannual similarity of LAI estimates between the year 2000 and 2008 from MODIS product confirms that the five selected intercomparison sites are stable only showing seasonal variations. The seasonal LAI variations of all products have shown expected trends with UofT v1 LAI algorithm overestimating and MODIS product underestimating the LAI compared to the reference map and UofT v2 LAI algorithm. Neither the MODIS nor the reference LAI maps are corrected for slope. However, the results of the flat site giving consistent trend as the sloping grounds assures us that overall the UofT v2 LAI algorithm performs best. The LAI estimates from UofT v2 LAI algorithm resulted in the closest estimates as compared to the reference LAI map with maximum LAI values ranging between 2.5 and 3, comparable to the reference map (Table I) and variations within 0.5 LAI units compared to the reference map. Despite the fact that MODIS LAI product went through several validations, to the best of our knowledge none of the studies were conducted on sloping ground.

Table I gives the land cover types used to retrieve the MODIS and UofT LAI values for the selected sample sites. The land cover types are similar for most of the pixels selected in the sampling sites. However, there can still be significant LAI variation due to land cover differences between UofT and MODIS LAI estimates. We have previously evaluated the effect of land cover on UofT LAI algorithm as a part of developing the UofT v2 LAI algorithm [28]. The pixel-by-pixel mean absolute difference of 0.665 (42%) LAI obtained using the improved UofT v2 LAI algorithm over Canada based on the GLC2000 and NALC2005 land cover datasets shows that land cover misclassification is a great source of uncertainty for LAI estimation [28]. Although there are no comparable studies for the effect of land cover on MODIS LAI retrieval, [47] calculated the LAI difference to be up to 244% when distinct biomes are misclassified for a given pixel in the global MODIS LAI product, the sever effect occurring between the needleleaf and grass/crop misclassification. The assumption that vegetation within each pixel belongs to one of the major biomes impacts the LAI retrievals. This is however expected to be minimal in the UofT v2 LAI algorithm due to the use of improved land cover product (NALC2005) with higher pixel spatial resolution (250 m) compared to MODIS land cover used in LAI retrieval [28].

We have conducted further sensitivity analysis to evaluate the relative contribution of each improvement in UofT v2 compared to UofT v1 product (not shown here for brevity). The results indicated that the main difference between v1 and v2 LAI estimates is due to the background reflectance...
correction. Originally, the UofT LAI algorithm was designed to incorporate background reflectance. This was, however, not possible at the time of v1 global LAI product for GLOB-CARBON project due to the lack of multiangular information. At the time, this did not represent a serious problem for closed canopy forests. With the advent of Earth observation systems featuring multiangular capabilities, an update of the UofT LAI algorithm became possible enabling the removal of background reflectances. As the MODIS reflectance measurements are acquired in one direction, portioning the vertical profile into understory and overstorey is currently not possible. The terrain effect cannot solely be traced in Fig. 7 due to the interrelated improvements implemented in UofT v2 LAI algorithm, for instance, the relative contribution of background reflectance depends on the slope and aspect of the pixel (7). Due to lack of ground measurements on sloping ground, the slope correction needs further evaluation. LAI estimation over sloping ground even for the in situ reference instruments is challenging [22].

IV. CONCLUSION

The improvement of UofT LAI algorithm based on MODIS reflectance data at 250-m resolution was demonstrated using ground LAI measurements from 17 forest stand flux tower sites across Canada. The MODIS-based land cover map at the same spatial resolution was used for LAI retrieval. The improvement was achieved through pixel-by-pixel consideration of local topography, clumping index, and background reflectance variations. The differences of the LAI derived using UofT v2 and v1 LAI algorithms were found to be the largest in mountainous areas in British Columbia province, as the v1 algorithm does not consider the topographic effect. This suggested that topographic effect needs further attention for improvement of LAI algorithms. Ground LAI measurements in mountainous areas are challenging and scarce. As the regional and remote sensing capabilities improve in terms of spatial resolution, the need of detailed consideration of topographic effect becomes apparent. In the future, we aim to produce the global UofT v2 LAI time series product using the standard MODIS reflectance products based on seasonally variable MODIS-based clumping index, background reflectance, and local topography. The improved product will be used as an enhanced spatial variable for Integrated Terrestrial Ecosystem Carbon model (InTEC) [48], boreal ecosystem productivity simulator (BEPS) [49], and CBM-CFS models for carbon budget studies on Canadian landmass and eventually on the global scale.

The large overestimation of v1 LAI estimate compared to the ground measurements was explained by the overestimation of the effective LAI mainly due to underestimated background reflectance contribution to canopy reflectance in v1 algorithm. However, both LAI and effective LAI from TRAC were significantly correlated with UofT v2 LAI algorithm values. The evaluations of UofT v1 and v2 LAI estimates were carried out using the carefully acquired ground measurements [35]. The results were expected to improve in further progress of UofT v2 LAI algorithm when high resolution ~250–500-m background reflectance derived from MODIS BRDF/Albedo parameters or from any upcoming multiangular sensors were incorporated. We also aimed to produce seasonal clumping index estimates at the same spatial resolution in future studies. Other overlooked bias in ground measurements comes from the overestimation of measured clumping index (underestimation of foliage element clumping) as the TRAC instrument is walked under forest canopy where small gaps are hardly visible. The ground estimates of clumping index and its relation with canopy height and height of measurement need careful attention. The UofT v2 LAI algorithm was developed in order to produce a new generation of regional and eventually global 250-m LAI time series products.

Generally speaking, the main difference of LAI estimates between UofT v1 and v2 algorithms is due to the background reflectance consideration followed by pixel-by-pixel clumping index and last slope corrections. The indirect comparison with a MODIS LAI product and a reference LAI map on sloping ground has revealed that the UofT v2 LAI algorithm showed significant improvement compared to the previous version. However, this does not imply either MODIS or reference LAI maps on sloping ground represent the absolute reference. MODIS considers BRF in contrast to the LAI-BRDF relationships used in UofT LAI algorithms. Although, the BRF is less sensitive for sloping ground, the bias introduced by assuming all vegetation surfaces as lambertian reflectors in the MODIS product introduces errors related with view-target-sun geometry variation effects on measured reflectances.

This paper further emphasizes that land remote sensing particularly for vegetated surfaces needs special attention for terrain effects. Most of the satellite land product validation studies have so far been conducted in temperate regions or on flat and homogeneous sites where topography is usually not the main concern. However, globally, a significant amount of forest grows on hilly terrain and on steep slopes. This entails to validate remote sensing-based land surface products on sloping ground and complex terrains. Future validation activities also should consider producing LAI reference measurements and maps, which are compensated for topographic effects.
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